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Topic/ Theme

Venue

Date I DuraUon

Participants

File

Name of the Activity : l'1ain Bhi Kavi

: Shikshak: Gyan ka Strotra

: GLH

= 29.O8.L7 / 40 minutes

: Class 2(A-E)

: Intra Class Activity

O BJ ECTIVES

e Tc Drovtde a platform to the students to exhibit their talent, confidence and culture.

. -: :e,,,e op tneir skill of imagination and expression of thoughts.

. To make them able to communicate the exclusive message through the poem and to make them

able to understand the importance of teachers in their life.

. To enable them to develop their aesthetic and social skills.

DESCRIPTION:-

Poetry is language of heart conveyed through the mind.

-Reeta Dove

Poetry has tremendous appeal for ch dren arC r: s the best wav of exciting their love for the
language. It is just another way of expressing ones rhoughts and desires and making the rest of the
world be aware of the same. It is the spontaneous overfiow of powerful feelings and emotions, It lays

the foundation for the appreciation of the beauty of language, Taking all the facts into consideration,

a poem recitation activity'Main Bhi Kavi' was organised for the students of Class 2(A-E) to enhance

their oratory, aesthetic and social skills, The students were informed about the activity well in

advance. The activity took place in two rounds, In the preliminary round, chance was given to all the
students to express their views out of which best five were selected from each section by the
respective class teachers. All of them participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. The final round

was taken up in GLH, where students recited poem with beautiful props and helped other students to
understand the importance of teachers in their lives. The best five were awarded on the basis of
confidence, communication, culture and clarity. In a nutshell, the activity helped in achieving the
above mentioned objectives. It was an inspirational activity as it helped them to develop their self-

confidence, culture and love for their mother tongue,
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